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Executive Summary 
 SoleMates dedicates itself to providing an alternative to traditional high heel shoes. High heel shoes 

currently on the market are uncomfortable and sometimes painful to wear for long periods of time; many 

professionally dressed women end their days walking barefoot to their homes.  SoleMates high heels, on the 

other hand, feature removable heels of varying lengths, providing a 

comfortable alternative to other shoes on the market.  SoleMates 

offers a diverse product line with six different types of high heels 

along with removable stilettos and blocks of different 

lengths.  These interchangeable heels constitute a unique selling 

point of SoleMates products, providing a distinct advantage over 

other Virtual Enterprise firms.  SoleMates acts as a distributor for 

Mime et Moi and Mestrae, companies which manufacture high 

heels, stilettos, and blocks; Mestrae also provides leather and 

vegan options.   

SoleMates virtual target market is Virtual Enterprise students.  Their attraction to novelty and high 

discretionary income make them an ideal demographic for SoleMates.  These target markets have demonstrated 

a particular interest in SoleMates products.  SoleMates will use social media platforms, email newsletters, and 

celebrity endorsements to effectively appeal to this designated target market.  In the Virtual Enterprise world, 

advertisements on the VE Portal and attendance at monthly trade shows will increase sales to Virtual Enterprise 

students.   

SoleMates real world target market is women between the ages of 25 and 50.  Professionals in this age 

range wear high heels and formal attire on a daily basis.  With relatively high discretionary incomes, this 

demographic would be the ideal real world target market for SoleMates.  The Company targets fashion-forward 

and independent women who crave a versatile product to fit their many needs.  By promoting on LinkedIn, we 

can effectively reach this target audience and appeal to professional women.   

Over the next year, SoleMates plans on contacting celebrities and gaining endorsements to appeal to its 

target market.  Public figures that wear shoes from the company will greatly improve its brand image and attract 

the millenials that compose SoleMates target market.  In the future, SoleMates open distribution outlets in 

shopping centers and physical stores, expanding beyond its current online presence.  

SoleMates follows a traditional organizational structure in which subordinates report to their direct 

superiors.  The department managers and executive officers make up SoleMates management team.  Directed 

by the Chief Executive Officer, this team sets goals and creates deadlines, which are then communicated to the 

rest of the company.   



The Company was financed using 

a $295,000 investment, comprised of a 

VEI loan, an angel investor, and employee 

investments.  Though currently a 

relatively small startup, SoleMates aims to 

become a prevalent force in the footwear 

industry.  The Company broke even in 

December, just one month after opening 

for business.  Current economic trends in 

the real and virtual world are very 

promising for SoleMates growth.  The 

Company aims to increase sales to each 

and every trade show; however, that may not always occur because of the different populations at the 

tradeshows. Furthermore, SoleMates aim to have a three month burn rate so if anything were to happen to the 

business, it would be sustainable for three months. 

However, beyond product quality, SoleMates is committed to making a positive social impact.  After 

breaking even in December, the Company plans on donating 3% of its monthly profits to the charity Dress for 

Success. SoleMates versatile high heels suggest that women can be both fashionable and functional in the 21st 

century. 
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About The Business 
Company Overview 
SoleMates opened for business in Murrieta, California on November 1st, 2017 as an S-Corporation. The 

Company operates at 26442 Beckman Ct., Murrieta, CA 92562 at the Murrieta Innovation Center. This is a 

business incubator that allows young businesses to fill an office space at the low price of one dollar a month, in 

addition to providing mentorship opportunities to start-up companies. 

SoleMates is a distributor that offers a variety of interchangeable women’s fashion heels. SoleMates has 

distribution contracts with two companies which allow the company to exclusively distribute co-branded 

products. The two companies, Mestrae and Mime et Moi, are both located outside the United States. The 

products will be distributed directly to the consumer from SoleMates’ warehouse located at 41340 Pear St., 

Murrieta, CA 92562. 

To reach its target market, the Company distributes its products at trade shows, its online website, and 

social media outlets which involve selling not only to consumers but to businesses as well. Because SoleMates 

only offers high heels and focuses mainly on the female population, most of the Company’s target market is 

fashion-forward, working women and Virtual Enterprise participants who strive for comfort and convenience. 

SoleMates aims to promote a fashion-forward sense of self while also providing its consumers with 

comfort and convenience throughout the entire day. While other companies have emphasized new styles and 

designs for high heels, none offer a comfortable, versatile high heel like SoleMates’. The Company also strives 

to become an employer of choice by establishing and maintaining a unique organizational culture where 

associates feel safe, valued, motivated and challenged. The goal is to recruit and retain superior associates by 

providing innovative tools and training opportunities to stimulate personal and professional growth. This will 

support SoleMates’ profitability through increased productivity and decreased turnover. 

 

 

Mission Statement 
 SoleMates’ mission is to promote comfort and convenience by providing high-quality shoes with 

versatile, interchangeable heels. Our goal is to empower women throughout the world by combining fashion 

and comfort. The Company will make a healthy profit for its owners and provide a rewarding work environment 

for its employees.  
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Management Functions 
Planning 

Short Term Long Term 

• SoleMates first-year goal is to consistently grow 

sales by 5-10% each month. To achieve this, 

SoleMates’ sales department will focus on 

increasing business-to-business sales.  

• SoleMates’ future marketing plans include 

attracting celebrity endorsements. 

• SoleMates intends to expand its product line to 

include men by developing new types of shoes that 

could solve similarly faced problems.  

• SoleMates plans on expanding its channels of 

distribution into well-known shopping stores such 

as Bloomingdales or high-end boutiques. 
 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 
SoleMates’ Corporate Social Responsibility initiative commenced one month after opening when we 

broke even at our trade show in December. It allows consumers to become a part of a growing movement for 

change by donating funds to Dress for Success1, a non-profit organization that empowers struggling women by 

introducing them into the world of independence and business. They provide the necessary skills to secure 

employment and be successful. After reaching profitability, SoleMates donates 3% of its gross monthly profit to 

Dress for Success.  

 

Organizing 
SoleMates has implemented 

a linear organizational structure, 

with a defined hierarchy between 

executives and associates. The Chief 

Executive Officer and board of 

directors determine the direction of 

the company; the executive 

department and department 

managers supervise daily 

                                                           
1 A non-profit organization that  
provides guidance and professional 
advice to women. 
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Google 
Docs

Team 
Work

Emails

Company 
Calendar

Internal 
Website

Daily 
News

operations.  The board consists of our coordinator, Joel Levin, and angel investors, Bill Demmin, Peter 

Thorwarth, and Mark Richart. The Chief Operating Officer and Chief Business Officer monitor Vice Presidents 

of the departments within the Company.  Each Vice President assigns responsibilities and tasks to the associates 

in their department. The Chief Financial Officer heads the accounting department and oversees all financials for 

the business.  

Managing the Company often requires the interaction with multiple departments. In order to effectively 

monitor progress, SoleMates has utilized the Matrix Management philosophy, which requires various 

employees to collaborate as well as fulfill their departmental responsibilities. This principle is also applied to 

the Business Plan; this team, led by the Chief Business Officer, draws employees from various departments 

within the company to address the requirements of the Business Plan Document. 

 

 
Directing 
SoleMates conducts bi-weekly meetings to establish goals and 

deadlines for each department as well as evaluating their 

associates.  The managers of each department also hold 

management meetings every two weeks with their associates and 

representatives to communicate tasks and goals. After discussing 

departmental goals with their associates, department managers 

create deadlines based on the task. Department managers present 

their department’s progress and set new goals every two weeks 

 Communication 
& 

Collaboration 
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Chief Executive 
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Chief Business 
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Chief Financial 
Officer 
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VP of Sales 

Alexia Tsimiklis 
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Karys Hoekstra 

VP of Digital 
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at management meetings.  Further directions, assignments, and communications are provided through group 

messaging and email notifications.   

SoleMates’ board of directors, which includes its angel investors, monitors the Company’s financials 

and gives advice regarding the strategic direction of the Company.  The Human Resources department creates 

and enforces rules in the employee handbook, which details regulations, expectations, and responsibilities.  

 

Controlling 
The Company consistently monitors its progress toward its financial goals. Actual values are compared 

to projections in monthly variance reports, which allow the company to adjust financial projections. If 

projections are not being met, the executive department collaborates with the board of directors to discuss 

potential improvements. Sales revenue and expenses are analyzed monthly, and the budget is adjusted to 

maintain a positive cash flow.   

Associates are evaluated on preparation and efficacy. As a company, bi-weekly evaluations are utilized 

to monitor progress towards goals on an individual level. Company performance reviews, conducted at the end 

of each two-week period, are also used to oversee the development of duties and projects. SoleMates also 

incentivizes completion of tasks by rewarding efficient associates. For example, employees can be recognized 

as “Employee of the Month,” gaining recognition on the Company’s social media pages and receiving special 

bonuses. The Employee Assistance Program offers advice and support to associates with any issues they may 

have. 
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External Environment 
Current Economic Conditions 
Last year, Americans spent a combined $56.2 billion on footwear; women spent over $30 billion.  In 

addition, women’s shoe sales grew 21% between 2011 and 2016 according to Euromonitor International2. 

Because SoleMates’ products are targeted toward fashion-forward women, this group of Americans will 

purchase them to improve their personal wardrobes and daily experiences.  

The growing Virtual Enterprise marketplace presents an opportunity for the Company because of the 

increasing number of potential customers.  Because of the nature of the Virtual Enterprise program, students 

have high discretionary incomes and can afford SoleMates’ products, providing a dependable source of income 

for the Company. Increases in the ability to sell products and a general emphasis on comfort and convenience 

will ensure SoleMates’ success and growth. 

 

Key Data 
Real World 

Unemployment Levels – California (December 2017) 4.3%, United States (December 2017) 4.1%3 

The United States unemployment level is the lowest it’s been for several decades. This lower than 
average unemployment rate will allow SoleMates to target more customers with a higher discretionary 
income. 

 

Rate of Change of GDP – The 

United States has experienced an 

increase in GDP of 2.6% 

(December 2017) and projected 

3.3% (January 2018)4 

As GDP increases, 
Americans will have more 
money to spend. This 
indicates a boost in sales for 
all companies, including 
SoleMates. 
 

                                                           
2 Statistics from Euromonitor International. 
3 Bureau of Labor Statistics 
4 The Conference Board 
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Consumer Spending – The annual consumer spending rate for 2017 was 2.7% and is projected to increase to 
3.0% by the end of 20185 

As consumer spending increases, so does consumer confidence. The higher consumer confidence is, the 
more sales for SoleMates, as well as other companies. 
 

Rate of Inflation/Deflation – The rate of inflation (CPI) in the United States for January 2018 is 2.07%6 
The rate of inflation has decreased by 0.43% over the last year. With a falling inflation rate, consumers 
will have the opportunity to buy more with the money they have, indicating a boost in sales for 
SoleMates; however, if the inflation rate continues to fall, SoleMates will be sure to keep they debt in 
check. 

Balance of Trade – The balance of trade in the United States is projected to be -44126 USD Million in 
January 20187 

The foreign trade deficit is rising which signals positive economic developments, specifically 
higher levels of income, investment, and consumer confidence. With all sales coming from the 
United States, SoleMates looks to profit off the growth in sales that accompany a trade deficit. 

Interest Rates - The U.S. Federal Interest Rate remained the same during January of 2018 at 1.25-1.5%8 

With a falling inflation rate, the Federal Reserve will most likely lower interest rates, creating a 
higher disposable income nationwide. With all of SoleMates sales coming from the United 
States, the high level of disposable income will boost sales. 

 
 
Virtual World 

 
Consumer Confidence – The average transaction amount in 
the virtual marketplace last year was $3195.18 (+25.21%)9 

An increasing average transaction amount 
indicates that Virtual Enterprise students are 
willing to spend more money during a transaction. 
With most sales coming from Virtual Enterprise 
students, SoleMates projects to have more sales at 
upcoming trade shows. 

 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) - $700,000 (2015-2016), 

$800,000 (2016-2017)10 

As GDP increases, Americans will have more 
money to spend. This indicates a boost in sales for 
all companies, including SoleMates. 

                                                           
5 The Conference Board 
6 Inflation Data 
7 Trading Economics 
8 Trading Economics 
9 Virtual Enterprise International 
10 Virtual Enterprise International 
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Industry Analysis   
Real:  Current fashion trends and social norms stipulate high heels as a part of the formal 

dress.  However, current high heels are uncomfortable and even painful after long periods of use. Many women 

tolerate these inconveniences in order to appear professional for short periods of time, after which many simply 

remove their high heels and walk barefoot.  SoleMates aims to take advantage of this growing demand for 

trendy, yet comfortable high heel shoes.   

The global footwear market is expected to reach 

approximately $370 billion by 2020, with a projected 

compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 

5.5%11.  Interest in high fashion footwear has continued 

to climb throughout the past decade and market experts 

expect similar trends in the future.  SoleMates struggles 

to reach demographics outside of its target market.  Even 

though SoleMates facilitates gift purchases, men are less 

likely to purchase products for their spouses or 

significant others.  However, according to Bridget 

Brennan, the CEO of Female Factor, women drive 70-

80% of consumer purchases12, through a combination of 

their buying power and influence; even though 

SoleMates markets primarily to female demographics, 

women are responsible for a significant portion of 

consumer purchases.   

 

Virtual:  SoleMates is one of approximately 145 Virtual Enterprise firms in California.  We plan on 

attending five trade shows within our first year of operation, where we can reach around 1,100 customers per 

trade show.  At trade shows, we will indirectly compete with, on average, 70 other firms for the disposable 

income available to Virtual Enterprise students.  Of these firms, approximately four are directly involved in the 

footwear industry.  We expect to reach roughly 12% of the total market available at each trade show13.   

                                                           
11 The Allied Market Research of the global footwear market. 
12 Forbes article by Brigit Brennan, the CEO of consulting firm Female Factor, who researches women’s purchasing 
patterns. 
13 Based on an average of various virtual companies and their sales from exhibitions and conferences (formally 
known as trade shows). 
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 Virtual enterprise students tend to have relatively high discretionary incomes and extremely high levels 

of consumer confidence.  Female virtual enterprise students fall within our target age demographic.  As high 

school students, they appreciate the innovative new designs that SoleMates offers. High school dances in 

particular call for the flexibility provided by SoleMates’ heels, as many female high school students end up 

removing their high heels or bringing 

replacement shoes.  As a firm that primarily 

markets toward Virtual Enterprise students, 

these trends reflect favorably on SoleMates’ 

sales projections and indicate a positive 

economic outlook for the future. Based off 

analysis of previous trade shows, SoleMates 

expects the majority of sales to come from 

female Virtual Enterprise students; however, 

males comprise a significant portion of the 

Company’s sales. 

 

Competitive Analysis 
 SoleMates’ innovative design and novelty concept separate them from ordinary shoe companies. 

Because of this, SoleMates faces no direct competitors in the virtual world. SoleMates’ diverse heel height 

allows customers to customize the shoe to their own personal style and comfort level. In the virtual 

marketplace, there are many indirect competitors to SoleMates that include fashion clothing companies like 1st 

Class Clothing, Cloud9 Designs, and MatchWear New York. SoleMates indirectly competes with each Virtual 

Enterprise firm for the discretionary income possessed by Virtual Enterprise students. 

 In the real world, companies, such as Tanya Heath Paris that market convertible heels, pose as the main 

competitor. SoleMates differentiates itself from real-world competitors by offering several different heel 

heights to allow customers to adapt the shoes to their own personal style. Almost all interchangeable heel 

companies only offer two heel heights for consumers, whereas SoleMates offers three heel heights. SoleMates 

also emphasizes the product’s innovative means of interchanging the heels of the shoes for comfort and 

convenience. SoleMates also differentiates itself from its competitors by offering and distributing its products 

within the United States.  

 

 

70%
30%

Expected Demand

Female Virtual Enterprise Students
Male Virtual Enterprise Students
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Marketing Plan 
Target Market & Market Segmentation 

 SoleMates’ virtual target market is the virtual marketplace, which consists of all VE firms and students. 

Due to millennial interest in innovative technology, this target market is especially responsive to SoleMates’ 

product. The Company will attend a total of five trade shows over the upcoming fiscal year, providing a strong 

opportunity to access the Virtual Enterprise market.  Social media promotions and email newsletters also attract 

Virtual Enterprise students on a daily basis.   

 The Company’s real world market is professional, young women between the ages of 25 and 50, due to 

the medium to high discretionary income these individuals have and their integral role in the business world. 

SoleMates separates itself from its competitors by having the unique ability to transform the shoe’s heels in just 

a few seconds, offering great comfort and still retaining a great look. Furthermore, it provides customers with 

the ability to adapt the shoe to fit their own personal fashion style.  Many people in larger cities rely on public 

transportation or walking to get to their destinations. SoleMates benefits from this due to the need for a 

comfortable, yet stylish shoe. The Company attracts consumers with a medium to high discretionary income 

that have a fashion-forward mindset. For example, professionals who live in the city would be greatly interested 

in SoleMates’ Urban shoe due to the formal look and great comfort for walking. Other products are available 

for consumers who need a classy yet professional appearance.   

 

Demographics 

 SoleMates’ consumers are typically professional business women between the ages of 25 and 50 

because of their prominent role in the modern workplace. Overall, females drive 70-80% of all consumers 

purchasing through a combination of their buying power and influence14.  SoleMates specifically targets 

women in the middle to high-income brackets because these women can afford to purchase SoleMates’ 

products, as many have jobs that require professional attire. 

 Female Virtual Enterprise students, who tend to fall between the ages of 16-18, also require professional 

attire.  Many of SoleMates’ marketing strategies, such as trade shows, specifically target this demographic.   

 

 

                                                           
14 Forbes article by Brigit Brennan, the CEO of consulting firm Female Factor, who researches women’s purchasing 
patterns. 
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Geographics 

 SoleMates primarily targets larger cities 

across the United States that have many people 

who do not drive their own vehicle to work such 

as Los Angeles, San Diego, San Francisco, New 

York, Chicago, and Houston. There is a higher 

demand for professional attire and a large 

number of people that walk to and from 

destinations on a daily basis in these cities. For 

example, 55.6% of people in New York use 

public transportation on a daily basis and have to walk significant distances to reach their destinations15.  This is 

a common occurrence among major cities across the United States. Mirroring the patterns of infrastructure in 

New York, the major epicenters of the population across the United States serves as a catalyst for company 

growth and profit.  Because SoleMates’ website can be accessed by consumers nationwide, the Company has 

few geographic limitations and can reach consumers throughout the United States.  

However, SoleMates specifically focuses on consumers in California.  It plans on setting up its mobile 

demonstrations program called ‘Heels on Wheels’ in retail stores across the Southern California 

region.  Consumers will be able to interact with the product at live demonstrations in these select 

stores.  Finally, SoleMates focuses upon the Virtual Enterprise market in California; the four trade shows it 

attends in the state will allow the Company to effectively market towards Virtual Enterprise students.   

 

Psychographics 

 SoleMates appeals to fashion-forward women who want to remain stylish and comfortable.  The 

fashionable design of the high heels and their brand image make the product particularly appealing to 

women.  In addition, consumers make over 50% of their purchases online16, which is why SoleMates plans to 

focus heavily on online sales.  Consumers will be more inclined to purchase SoleMates’ products due to the 

unique ability to change the heel, a feature which few competitors offer.  

Most of SoleMates’ customers favor the great practicality the shoe offers. Women purchase between $5 

trillion - $15 trillion of goods and services annually in the United States17, and $30 billion on shoes alone18. The 

Company intends to reach the male demographic by promoting gift certificates during prime gift buying times 

                                                           
15 United States Census Bureau of workers in New York City. 
16 A study published in Fortune, an American business magazine. 
17 Girl Power Marketing is a public relations and marketing agency. 
18 Article by the Boston Globe detailing market statistics on footwear. 
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of the year, such as Christmas, Valentine’s Day, and Mother’s Day.  Men can purchase and redeem gift 

certificates for their significant others.   

 

Feature Benefits 
 Whenever shoe shopping, women frequently ask themselves three questions. Is the shoe comfortable, is 

it fashionable, and is it convenient? When coming across a pair of shoes that don’t have at least two out of these 

three factors, women typically won’t buy them. Luckily, with SoleMates, all three of these features are 

included. Thanks to the innovative height adjustment function, SoleMates shoes are the perfect companion for 

the whole day. The heels, which vary in terms of height, shape, and color, can be swapped and fit easily into 

every handbag. Depending on how you feel, you can change the look, comfort, and style accordingly. 

Marketing Mix 
Product 
SoleMates offers a variety of shoe styles to choose from. All of SoleMates’ shoes come with a 3-inch 

stiletto and a flat. An additional 3-inch block heel is available for purchase as well.  All three of these heels can 

quickly be swapped out for a different heel, and be snapped into place in a matter of seconds. This gives the 

consumer the ability to have 3 different looks and shoes for the price of one. All of SoleMates’ shoes are made 

with high-quality materials to ensure great durability and appearance.  Leather and vegan shoes are available for 

purchase at an additional cost.   

Simple 

$220.00 

 

Twirl 

$240.00 

 

Bloom 

$260.00 

 

Chic 

$265.00 

 

Urban 

$160.00 

    

Scorpio 

$195.00 
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Heel Pouch 

$15.00 

 

3-inch Block Heel 

$55.00 

 

Gift Certificate 

 

 

Product Function 

 All of SoleMates’ shoes function the same way. The heel has the unique ability to detach from the sole 

of the shoe. From here, one of the other two heels can be put in its place. This is due to the flexibility the sole 

offers along with the locking mechanism embedded in the back of the sole. For the heels not being used, the 

heel pouch is a great place to store them, keeping them safe from scuffs and scratches.   

 

Price 
SoleMates’ uses price skimming strategy for all of its products. Cost of goods vary by design, overall 

function and retail prices for the product line; they range from $160 to $265 with approximately 50% gross 

profit margin, a percentage that increases with volume.  As of now, SoleMates has only one direct competitor in 

the real world, creating very little competition. For this reason, SoleMates can keep the prices high until the 

further competition is created in the interchangeable heel market. If market conditions change, SoleMates has 

the ability to lower its prices and still remain profitable. 
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Placement 
Most of SoleMates’ sales are predicted to come from a business contract 

with Virtual Enterprise International (VEI) for the first six months of 

operation. After the six-month period, these sales will no longer occur.  In, 

business to business contracts, other Virtual Enterprise firms agree to 

purchase a set amount of products from SoleMates. Also, 22.2% will come 

from out of network sales through SoleMates’ mobile demonstration 

program called Heels on Wheels, and 46.5% from tradeshows with other 

Virtual Enterprise firms. The large percentage of sales from trade shows is 

due to the high population density of SoleMates’ target market in one area.  

 

 

 

Promotion 
SoleMates’ $6,000 monthly marketing budget is distributed among multiple advertising outlets and is 

focused heavily on driving customers to the Company’s website. Because SoleMates’ products target market is 

aimed primarily at women, promotional efforts are highly focused on specific psychographics.  Fashion-

forward, practical women comprise a significant portion of the Company’s target market. Below are some of the 

promotional strategies the Company employs:  

 Heels on Wheels:  A live demonstration program in Southern California stores.  Through this 

program, customers can physically interact with the product, essentially increasing sales and 

publicity.   

 Trade Shows:  SoleMates will attend four trade shows in California and one in New York over 

the next six months, selling directly to other Virtual Enterprise students.   

 Vivid: A virtual enterprise advertising company.  SoleMates spends $3,000 a month to advertise 

on Vivid, attracting both female and male Virtual Enterprise students.  

 Celebrity Endorsements:  To appeal to Virtual Enterprise students and its target market, 

SoleMates employs social media icons with large platforms to utilize their large audience to 

SoleMates’ benefit. Celebrities then share the Company’s special events and promotions on their 

personal account.   

 

47%

22%

18%

13%

TOTAL SALES

Tradeshows
Other Our of Network
Business to Business
Online
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 Social Media: In addition, SoleMates will use social media platforms such as Twitter, YouTube, 

Facebook, and Instagram. Regular updates regarding sales and promotional events, as well as 

upcoming trade shows, are posted to SoleMates’ social media pages. To evaluate the 

effectiveness of promotional strategies, the SoleMates website utilizes Google Analytics to 

determine the success of referral sites and customer demographics.  

 

 Email Marketing: SoleMates emails sales promotions and company updates to consumers who 

have previously purchased from SoleMates and those who purchase in the virtual marketplace on 

a regular basis.  

 Google AdWords: Specific keywords help customers find our video and website easily on 

different search engines. 
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Positioning 
SoleMates is positioned in the market as a luxury shoe company.  It aspires to utilize the advanced 

design of each shoe to appeal to customers.  Celebrity endorsements contribute to the brand image of the 

Company; shoes from the Company are seen as fashionable and trendy.  In addition, SoleMates heavily 

emphasizes the convertibility of a quick on-the-go shoe.  

Business Risks  
 SoleMates buys its products from two suppliers.  In the event that these companies struggle to fulfill 

purchase orders, SoleMates would have to find other suppliers for its products.  In order to mitigate this risk, 

SoleMates maintains a close relationship with its suppliers, so the Company will be able to plan for this 

possibility in advance.  In addition, SoleMates researches other suppliers which could replace its existing ones.   

 Another risk is that many fashion-based companies rely heavily on brand image.  SoleMates attempts to 

create a strong brand image with its celebrity endorsements; however, this branding could have varied levels of 

success.  If celebrity endorsements fail to create a strong brand image, SoleMates will focus on traditional 

marketing avenues in order to appeal to its market.   
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Financial Planning 
SoleMates 

Break Even 
Projected 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SoleMates sells six high-quality shoes. Because it has a mix of prices, the Company has an average 

selling price of $245 from the six shoes sold. The Company has an average selling price of $245 and the cost of 

goods sold is about 50% of our selling price. So, the Company approximates that it will break even at about 724 

units sold, for a profit of $194,444 

724 Units 
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*Our Costs of Good sold includes all shipping to the US and to the consumer 

** Our rent is $1 because we are at the Murrieta Innovation Center that helps local start-

up businesses 
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Financial Write-Up 

 To open SoleMates, a loan of $150,000 was received from Virtual Enterprise International (VEI) to 

cover all start-up costs for the first six months of business. The loan will be paid over sixty months, with a fixed 

interest rate of 5.25%. Start-up expenses include rent and material costs. SoleMates has a business contract with 

the VEI office for $96,667 to cover the costs of goods sold and payroll for the first six months of being in 

business. After the six months, the Company will be equipped to do well on its own. The Company has three 

angel investors that have all invested $50,000.  They are given equity in the business and a position on the board 

of directors. SoleMates is also receiving capital through owner’s investment: nine upper management members 

Cash Budget 

Actual through 2/28/18 

Projected from 3/31/18-4/31/18 
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contributed $5,000 each while the remaining 12 associates put in $2,500, totaling for $75,000. The income 

statement projects monthly income beginning November 2017 through the end of April 2018. 

 Because SoleMates is a new company, all financial statements work with projections. These projections 

are based on market and cost research. SoleMates’ management team will track these projections compared to 

actual results on a monthly basis, and consider making adjustments to the Company’s operations based on 

actual revenue and expenses. This will allow management to make strategic decisions should material variances 

develop during startup months of the business. 
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Appendix 

 

CONTRACT 

This Agreement, established November 10, 2017, is entered into by SoleMates and the Murrieta 

Innovation center located at 26442 Beckman Ct, Murrieta, CA 92562. 

DEFINITIONS 

1.1    SoleMates is a company that provides unique products which offer important 

new options in the retail marketplace. 

1.2    Murrieta Innovation Center ("Innovation Center") is ·an incubation area 

dedicated to growing start-up companies. Supported by various organizations, it offers 

inexpensive office space, mentorship, and assistance for its partners. 

OBLIGATIONS OF SOLEMATES 

2.1 SoleMates will make a payment of $1 to the Murrieta Innovation Center 

on a monthly basis in exchange for a 15'x20' office space. 

2.2  Payment will be made monthly with payment due by the 5th of each 

month. 

2. 3 SoleMates will provide quarterly updates regarding its operations, 

plans, and financials to the Innovation Center. 

2.4 SoleMates agrees to attempt to limit utilities and resources consumed. 

OBLIGATIONS OF MURRIETA INNOVATION 

CENTER 

3.1 The Innovation Center will provide an l5'x20' office space for the price of 

$1  per month. 

3.2 The Innovation Center will pay for utilities used such as electricity, gas, water, 

and other utilities within the office space. 

3.3 The Innovation Center can provide advice, mentorship, or aid to SoleMates. 
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Name:  Jeffrey Kim 
Title: Chief Executive Officer (CEO) 
Email: jeffjohn3@gmail.com 
Phone: 1 (951) 473 - 9418 

 
   Name:  Scott Agajanian 

Title:  Business Development Manager 
Email: sagajanian@murrietaca.gov 
Phone: 1 (951) 461 – 6003 

 
 

*THIS IS NOT A LEGALLY-BINDING CONTRACT AND WILL ONLY BE USED 

FOR VIRTUAL ENTERPRISE* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:jeffjohn3@gmail.com
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CONTRACT 

*THIS IS NOT A LEGALLY-BINDING CONTRACT AND WILL ONLY BE USED FOR 
ACADEMIC PURPOSE * 
This Agreement, established November 1, 2017, is entered into by SoleMates located at 26442 

Beckman Ct, Murrieta, CA 92562, and Mestrae, a company located at Lot 2-2, Level 2, Tower 

B, The Troika, 19 Persiaran KLCC, 50400 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

DEFINITIONS  
1.1 SoleMates is a company that distributes unique shoes which are interchangeable heels 

that provide comfort and versatility for the customers from day to night. SoleMates 

promotes not only comfort but convenience for women.  

1.2 Mestrae is a company which has manufactured an interchangeable heel that can be 

used at anytime and anywhere to help combine comfort and beauty. .  

1.3 The “Product” refers to the interchangeable heel created and designed by a select 

manufacturer in Malaysia.  

1.4 The “Agreement” is valid for a period of one year beginning on November 1, 2017, 

ending on October 31, 2018. 

 
OBLIGATIONS OF SOLEMATES  
2.1 Payment. For the duration of the Agreement, SoleMates shall purchase Product at 

50% of the price point, restocking at the end of each month or as supplies are needed.  

2.2 Marketing. SoleMates agrees to promote, advertise, and market the Product to the 

best of its abilities. SoleMates will display the product at its trade shows. 

 
OBLIGATIONS OF MESTRAE  
3.1 Grant. Mestrae hereby grants to SoleMates a non-transferrable license to use the 

Product as necessary for effective marketing and sale.  

3.2 Production. Mestrae will, at its sole expense, develop and manufacture the Product. 

The Product shall be branded by both parties. Vegan and leather shoe options will also be 

available.  

3.3 Pricing. Mestrae will sell the Product to SoleMates at a discounted, wholesale price of 

50% of the price point for each product.  

3.4 Exclusivity. Mestrae will not partner will other Virtual Enterprise firms in the United 

States. 
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Name: Jeffrey Kim  
Title: Chief Executive Officer (CEO)  
Email: jeffjohn3@gmail.com  
Phone: 1 (951)473-9418 

       
x______________________________ 
 
 
Name: Christine Pamela Chandrakasan  
Title: Chief Executive Officer (CEO) /Founder  
Email: pamela@mestrae.com  
Phone: +60122333112 
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Bank Statement (as of 28 February 2018) 
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Loan Amortization Table 
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Letter of Support from Angel Investors 

 
 
 
November 20, 2017 
 
VE Central Office 
122 Amsterdam Avenue 
New York, NY 10023 
 
Dear Teri Jones: 
 
Please accept this letter of support as my intention to invest $50,000 in SoleMates.  In exchange for this 
investment of funds, I understand that I will be taking an equity stake in their business by receiving a 
commensurate number of shares of stock in their company. 
 
I affirm that I have done the following to review and evaluate this company: 
 

1. Listened to a business pitch from the executive team outlining the firm's business plan, including 
the marketing plan, operating budget, and sales/revenue projections. 

2. Reviewed company projections and assumptions. 
3. Engaged in Q&A or discussion to clarify and guide the firm's direction. 

 
I understand that upon approval of this equity investment by the VE Central Office, SoleMates will 
prepare and send to me a stock certificate outlining the number of shares awarded based on a $10 Par 
Value.  I also understand that as a result of my investment, I will be placed on the company’s Board of 
Directors. 
 
To - Jeffrey Kim and Teri Jones, 
 

I have spent time in class and consulted with SoleMates CFO on financial projections. I have also had 
an opportunity to read drafts of their business plan so I am familiar with both your plan and the 
overall Virtual Enterprise International program and the various competitions.   
 
I support the VE program and am glad to be able to invest. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
Bill Demmin (signed electronically) 
 
Bill Demmin 
Retired 
951 816 0196 
b1demmin@gmail.com 
 
 

mailto:b1demmin@gmail.com
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